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On Saturday, April 16th, 2022- The Connecticut Elite Basketball Program hosted the Elite 50 College 

Showcase at Newtown Youth Academy in Newtown, CT.  

Here are your standouts for the evening: 

Charley Hare- top center at showcase. He is a College prospect. 
Great touch and hands around rim and shot the 3pt shot at 6’9 
when left open. Works well in high pick n roll.  
 
Cameron Perkins- great defender. Worked hard entire drill 
session. Shot college 3pt with minimal effort. Talked on 
defense every game. And was a very good teammate, 
constantly praising or encouraging a teammate.  
 
Dominic Laduca- A top point guard in the showcase. Got into 
the paint every game and found open man. Worked the pick n 
roll to perfection. Was very consistent in making the open 3pt 
shot with great elevation. Will be a college prospect.  

Zachary Skinner– Strong lead guard, plays under control.  Skinner makes the correct plays on the 
floor. 

Anthony Simpson Jr.- very steady point guard. Made very little 
mistakes in games and went very hard in drills. Utilized the pick n 
roll effectively. Handled contact well.  
 
Desmond Sanderson- attacked rim very well. Was a defensive 
stopper for his team every game. Very high IQ, and a Coachable 
player. Went game speed ever drill, and understood concepts 
being taught. Rebounded at a very high clip.  
 
Christian Jeffers- very skilled player that can play any position. Will 
be a college prospect. Gets to rim well. Rebounds and plays at the 
rim. Defends well on and off ball. Sees floor very well. 
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Michael Ricketts- a guard who brings tons of energy to the game 
especially on the defensive end. Ricketts was able to turn his 
defense into offense all evening. 

William Preddice– Smart, hard nose guard.  Plays extremely 
hard on both ends of the floor.  One of the few players the 
defended the ball 94ft.  

Jordan Pierce- Strong combo guard who is deadly 15ft and 
in.  Finishes in traffic.  Pierce excels in transition and creates 
many opportunities for himself and his teammates.  

Andre Jourdain– Athletic big, the runs the floor well.  Active 
around the basket.  Jourdain rebounds well and finishes through 
contact.    

Zachary Young- Hard nose guard.  Finishes against bigger defenders.  He can knock down the 
three. 

Mike Pelletier-Pelletier rebounds well from the guard position.  He can finish with either hand 
around the basket.  He runs the floor well and attacks angles off the bounce. 

Na’Zier Williams- Strong wing who knows how to use his body 
to create contact and finish at the basket.  Williams showed 
he can knock down open jump shots. 

Kaden James - Crafty ball handler; that knows the game.  He 
can get to the basket whenever he wants.  Finishes against 
bigger defenders.   

Charnez Perkins- A southpaw guard who does his work on 
both ends of the floor. Loves to get out in transition for easy 
baskets. Perkins is always looking to make the right play.  

Jamaar Wright- A quick PG who understands change of pace. 
He caught a few coaches off guard with his speed and 
surprising athleticism.  

Jackson Forte- A guard who runs is lanes with in transition looking for the easy baskets. Loves 
attacking the basket and finishing at the rim.  

SaVahn Warren- Had some strong finishes at the basket and tried to finish a few of them above 
the rim. Warren understands how to play the game and made the right decisions all evening. 
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Cameron Perez- Perez is a knock-down shooter who 
impressed college coaches with his shooting ability.  He is 
starting to put the ball on the floor and make plays for 
others.    

Jordan Ricketts- Lanky combo guard who is still growing into 
his body.  Has a lot of wiggle in his game.  Ricketts can shoot 
off the dribble and the catch.  

Luke Cristodero- Solid ball-handler who competes on both 
sides of the floor.  Good on-ball defender and has a solid mid-
range shot.   

Indrit Peraj- A G/F who runs the floor well. Peraj was able to 
create for himself and make plays around the basket. 

Jakeel Martin- a quick guard who loves to attack the basket in the open floor and can finish at 
the hoop. Martin was good in the pick and roll situation and understands how to use the ball 
screen.   

Hunter Larson- A southpaw guard who likes creating for himself 
off the dribble and attacking the basket. Larson was also able to 
make open 3's.  

Zander Timmerman- plays hard on both ends of the ball. 
Timmerman made some tough finishes at the basket and has a 
decent looking shot from 3. He has tons of room to grow in his 
game.  

Giovanny Llanos- A traditional PG who understands the game and 

makes the right decisions with the ball in his hands. 

 

Joaquin Smith- A quick and small lefty guard who understood 

how to attach the gaps and get to the hoop.  

Chandler Dicks- A big physical guard who likes attacking the rim 

and understands how to use his body to create space and get to 

where he needs to be on the floor. Dicks had a ton of finishes in 

the open floor. 


